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Before using this product, always check the manufacturer's technical requirements in the equipment's service manual.
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► Quick and easy to use. 

► It avoids to remove the wheel at the side of the road and getting

hands dirty.

► A 500 ml allows repair of large size tires

►Make sure that you are not on the unsafe side of the road.

► Make sure the tire is not off the rim or torn. Remove the object that

has caused the puncture.

► Move the car until the valve of the wheel reaches the upper

position. 

► Shake well before use. In case of cold outside temperature, warm 

the can up in your hands.

► Attach the hose to the tire valve stem. 

► Hold the trigger down until no more product flows in.

►Get the vehicle back on the road and drive away at low speed (max 

40 km/h) during few kilometers to allow the product to coat the inside

of the tire. Add air to top up the pressure to the required amount.

► Drive at moderate speed (max 80 km/h) and get as soon as 

possible to a nearby garage for a permanant repair.

► Seals punctures up to 5 mm. Do not use on sidewall punctures.

► Before use, carefully read the safety information on the label of the 

product and check the instructions given on the Health and Safety 

Data Sheet available at yacco.com.

Method Units Values

Apearance Visual Liquid

Couleur Visual White

Density at 20°C ASTM D4052 kg/m3 1000

pH ASTM D92 9.3

YACCO Tire sealant 500 ml spray can is easy and fast to use. It 

repairs and inflates all types of tires, including tubeless ones (do not 

use in Run flat tires).

It is suitable for all vehicles equipped with tires up to 225 mm : cars, 

light commercial vehicles, SUVs, 4x4s, campers, trailers…

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE

The data given in this table represents typical production values and should not be taken as specifications.
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